Solar Panel Hanger
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Features
Mounting Position
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Holds the solar panel in place while an installer
is wiring, straightening, and securing the solar
panel to the rail. With this tool, only one installer
is required.

Staging Position
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Creates a place for installers to stage their solar
panels on the solar racking in a single stack.

Universal Foot
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Adjustable to fit any type of solar racking. The
thumb screw on the back of the foot secures
the tool to the racking when in the staging
position.

Micro Adjustment Knob

Allow installer to make micro adjustments to
the solar panel to ensure it is perfectly straight

Push Lock System

The push lock system allows for a simple
transition from the mounting position to the
staging position without any special tools.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Universal Jaw: Rack Width Range:
0.75" - 1.625" with 0.040" increments
Shaft adjustment allow solar panel
cantilever to be adjusted for portrait or
landscape from 10” to 15” overhang
Macro Adjustment Range:
9.5" -14.5" in 1" increments
Micro Adjustment Range:
1.5" in continuous increments
Weight Capacity (per set)
Mounting Position: 60 lbs*
Weight Capacity (per set)
Staging Position: 200 lbs*
Holds up to 6 panels in the staging
position
Field tested with Iron Ridge XLR
10/100/1,000, Quick Mount PV
(standard/light), SnapNrack, and
Sunmodo
*Not recommended for use above a
12/12 pitch roof

Steep Roof / One Installer

SOLAR PANEL HANGER
FASTER, SAFER, EASIER
Created out of the frustrating daily grind
of installing solar panels.
The Solar Panel Hanger is designed to
assist with the staging, wiring and
mounting of solar panels and is especially
helpful when working on steep roofs.
Speeds up Installation
Allows one installer to install solar
panels much easier. With two or
more installers, one can stage the
panels while the other wires and
mounts them.

Stages Solar Panels

Safer Installation
Stages solar panels in one place
increasing walking area and reducing
trip hazards.
Reduces Body Strain
Holding solar panels in place while
wiring them and mounting them on a
pitched roof is strenuous. The solar
panel hanger reduces that strain by
doing the bulk of the work for you.

We know first hand the struggles you
as a solar installer face.
We see you, we hear you
and we are one of you!
208.254.1745

sales@solartoolsusa.com

www.solartoolsusa.com

